Submission of Field 4-designated Courses
Committee for the Core Curriculum
Please submit information to Fr. Patrick Lynch, S.J., Director of the Core Curriculum, at lynchp@canisius.edu.

Date:
Submitted by (Chair or Designate):

1. List the course number and the title of the course your department wishes to add to fulfill a Breadth of Knowledge requirement. Specify with which Field this course should be designated.

2. Explain how each objective will be met in this course. Please note that this course is expected to address every objective for this field.

Goal: Students will demonstrate familiarity with the way in which historians analyze change and continuity over time with reference to specific historical events, themes, ideas, and/or individuals. Students will…

   Objective 1A: Situate events, people, and/or artifacts in their appropriate historical context,

       This objective will be met by …

   Objective 1B: Recognize the relationship between cause and effect in the process of historical change

       This objective will be met by …

   Objective 1C: Read and interpret evidence from primary sources and texts,

       This objective will be met by …

   Objective 1D: Read and understand scholarly historical arguments and the way in which they are constructed

       This objective will be met by …
3. The CCC would find it helpful if you could attach a syllabus or a plan/outline for this course.

Understand that each objective will be assessed by both the instructor and the assessment committee. A single assignment may be the assessment vehicle for two or more objectives. Student artifacts that document student performance towards these objectives will be submitted by the instructor for assessment.

Please contact the Director of the Core Curriculum to see the rubric that will be used to assess artifacts for Field 4. Chairs are responsible for ensuring that each section of this course will adhere to the principles and instruction laid out here.